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Recently, editor Joachim Fest of the West German daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung proposed that one 

must look behind the abhorrence a昀琀ached to Nazism to examine the phenomena of fascism and Hitler 
poli昀椀cally, clinically. Fest concluded his proposal with the observa昀椀on that narrow focus on the image of 
Hitler might tend to distract a昀琀en昀椀on away from alternate guises in which a "new Hitler" might arise. 

Herr Fest's observa昀椀on occurs during the same period that the neo-Fabian Klaus Croissant has proposed 
a terrorist "libera昀椀on struggle" against a "fascist" Federal Republic of Germany (BRD). More cau昀椀ous than 
Croissant, Jean-Paul Sartre and professor Noam Chomsky have joined the fellow travelers of neo-Fabian 

terrorism in denouncing the BRD and Italy for alleged "repression" of terrorist forces. 

At the same 昀椀me, the networks of the Washington, D.C.-based Ins昀椀tute for Policy Studies and its Western 
European collaborators have made a morally imbecilic clamor demanding either tolera昀椀on or outright 
support of the terrorists, along the lines of the Ins昀椀tute for Policy Studies-allies, Paris Libera昀椀on rag. Using 
such ugly frauds as "plutonium equals fascism," these sanc昀椀monious moral imbeciles have acted on cue 
to target bankers, industrialists. and poli昀椀cians for terrorist assassina昀椀on, all under various linguis昀椀cian's 
distor昀椀ons of the meaning of the term "fascism". Ironically, many of the leaders of the interna昀椀onal neo-
Fabian networks, such as Marcus Raskin of IPS, are avowed "philosophical fascists", and the program of 

the "environmentalists" and their terrorist sympathizers is explicitly Orwellian or "Clockwork Orange" 

fascism. 

Given the linguis昀椀cians' distor昀椀on of the word "fascism" in connec昀椀on with current escala昀椀on of the 
terrorist murders. it is urgent that the ques昀椀ons concerning the proper meaning of "fascism" be quickly 
cleared up. 

Two Faces of Fascism 

Nazism, like present day "environmentalism" in the BRD, has two faces. The primary fact concerning 

Nazism, like present-day "environmentalism" is that the ins昀椀tu昀椀on of the Nazi regime was imposed upon 
Germany from the outside, by German Central Bank head Hjalmar Schacht's collaborators among, chiefly, 
London and Manha昀琀an financial circles - and not by German industrialists. The secondary fact concerning 
Nazism is that the social forces of varied outlooks and composi昀椀on were manipulated into ac昀椀ng as an 
auxiliary poli昀椀cal strike-force in support of Schacht's Hitler project. 

This is the common feature of phenomena as fascism, environmentalism, terrorism, Maoism, present-day 

Trotskyism, and so forth. To understand the driving force behind the overall phenomenon, one must 

concentrate a昀琀en昀椀on at the top, on the Hjalmar Schachts and their analogs. It is at the top that the 
essence of the ma昀琀er is defined. However, the rela昀椀vely 昀椀ny forces immediately associated with the top 
of such conspiracies require significant numbers of manipulated dupes as a social base for the 
establishment of fascist regimes or other ins昀椀tu昀椀ons of fascist policies, This social base compels us to focus 
on the second, complementary aspect of fascism, environmentalism, terrorism, and exo昀椀c synthe昀椀c 
religions generally. In this second aspect of the ma昀琀er we are obliged to consider the suscep昀椀bili昀椀es of 
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the various dis昀椀nct social strata being manipulated. This second aspect of the ma昀琀er involves the difficulty 
that large fascist movements have never been sociologically or poli昀椀cally homogeneous. 

There is a third important feature of Nazi history which should be summarily iden昀椀fied in order to put it 
competently to one side. The historic irony of Nazi history is that although London and Manha昀琀an circles 
created the condi昀椀ons for the Hitler regime and installed the Hitler regime on Germany - as a kind of final 
act of the Versailles Armis昀椀ce Commission - following Munich 1938 Hitler and Nazi Germany were freed 
from the last ves昀椀ges of puppet status, and Nazi policy developed a dynamic quite contrary to the 
expecta昀椀ons of Chamberlain, Daladier, and others. The essen昀椀al fact of the ma昀琀er is that, like the wife of 
the fabled Rabbi of Prague (or Goethe's sorcerer's appren昀椀ce), the London and Manha昀琀an financiers 
involved could create the Nazi Golem and set it into mo昀椀on, a昀琀er which the crea昀椀on took on an 
independent course according to its own developed nature, and represented a force they could no longer 

control. Although this was clearly forseeable at the 昀椀me of Munich 1938, the foolish London and 
Manha昀琀an circles involved did not recognize their folly un昀椀l the summer of 1940. 

The summary strategic evalua昀椀on to be made on this point is that when Manha昀琀an and London circles 
set Hjalmar Schacht's Hitler-project into mo昀椀on, they transformed both Germany and Nazism, crea昀椀ng a 
curious symbio昀椀c interdependency between the Nazi machine and German na昀椀onal economic and related 
interests. The result was that Germany's economic and related interests expressed themselves in the 

distorted forms possible within the framwork (sic) of the Rentenmark and Mefo-bill structures created by 

Schacht and administered by the Hitler apparatus 

Schacht's Nazi Policies 

The Hitler regime and World War II were the lawful final outcome of the war repara昀椀ons atroci昀椀es of the 
post-World War I Versailles Treaty. A group of Manha昀琀an-centered monetarist financiers, represented by 
Colonel House and House's mentally unstable puppet. President Woodrow Wilson, imposed upon 

defeated Germany a level of war repara昀椀ons payments substan昀椀ally beyond Germany's ability to pay. The 
forces responsible for this policy represented exactly the same group of bankrupt-financial interests 
behind the current U.S. Carter-Mondale administra昀椀on. 

The purpose of the war repara昀椀ons was twofold. Most immediately, by imposing massive war repara昀椀ons 
upon Germany, the fic昀椀on of German payments to principally France and England was employed to "bail-
out" the inflated debt obliga昀椀ons of London and Paris to the Manha昀琀an bankers. This was the primary 
purpose and func昀椀on of the Versailles war repara昀椀ons. The secondary feature was a determina昀椀on of 
certain Anglo-American, Fabian-centered forces to dras昀椀cally weaken Germany's industrial poten昀椀al. 
Since the beginning of the 19th century, the London monetarists, and later their Manha昀琀an Fabian allies, 
have been obsessed by the fear that German industrial development would break free of Atlan昀椀c financial 
control and develop a form of intensive industrial economical coopera昀椀on with Russia and other parts of 
Eastern Europe. Their fear is the same as the Amsterdam bankers' fear of Colber昀椀sm in 17th century France 
and the Welfen fears of a German-French alliance during the la昀琀er part of the 18th century. Any significant 
industrial development on the con昀椀nent centering around Central Europe would represent an economic 
power sufficent to force a policy of industrial-technological progress globally - by compe昀椀昀椀ve force - and 
thus break the stranglehold on world commerce and finance maintained by Amsterdam. London and 
Manha昀琀an (successively and in compe昀椀昀椀on and partnership) since 1653. (The historical analogy is the role 
of the reac昀椀onary-feudalist Welfen and their Bardi and Peruzzi banker allies in comba琀케ng the 
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Hohenstaufen city-builders and the Hansa.) This second considera昀椀on was also the mo昀椀va昀椀on for the evil 
"Morgenthau Plan" advanced during the 1940s. 

Like the echos of the Versailles policies in the post-1968 and post-1971 efforts to "bail-out" the bankrupt 
Bre昀琀on Woods system, the monetary system based upon Versailles war repara昀椀ons was essen昀椀ally a 
financial bubble, a pyramiding of worthless debts on the basis of issuing enlarged debts, soon to become 
worthless, to refinance the old. The first bail-out effort was the Dawes Plan, which provided the context 
for Schacht's Rentenmark swindle. The second major effort of this sort, could not succeed. since the 
foreign markets for German industrial exports were contrac昀椀ng for financial reasons. The Young Plan was 
a failure before it was launched, and Schacht moved to destabilize the Weimar government, using his 

small, cap昀椀ve, but marginally decisive "Liberal Party" as the lever for this na昀椀onal sabotage. 

It is interes昀椀ng to note that most texts on Schacht available in Germany today scrupulously omit Schacht's 
middle names : Hjalmar Horace Greely Schacht of Brooklyn, New York, USA. Schacht, with a double 

German-American ci昀椀zenship, chose to take up his German ci昀椀zenship, but his American connec昀椀ons 
during and following the Versailles Armis昀椀ce Commission period, and his connec昀椀ons to the Armis昀椀ce 
Commission itself, are the keys to understanding Schacht throughout his adult life - 1919-1936, 1937-1945, 

and 1947 to his death, as well as the disposi昀椀on of his case at Nuremberg. 

Granted, one must be cau昀椀ous in evalua昀椀on of an individual's connec昀椀ons to occupying powers, as one 
must be cau昀椀ous in evalua昀椀ng certain key individuals' connec昀椀ons to Bri昀椀sh and U S. intelligence agencies 
during the post-1938 period. A certain allowance must be made for the circumstances of the 昀椀mes in such 
ma昀琀ers. Only a rela昀椀ve few, beyond those who have lived as adults in an occupied na昀椀on, can properly 
appreciate the full weight of that point. In Schacht's case, no such cau昀椀on is jus昀椀fied. 

The economic side of Nazism was in full swing prior to 1933, not from Hitler or Gregor Strasser, but from 

Schacht. As the interna昀椀onal monetary crisis deepened, especially a昀琀er the fall of the Vienna Kreditanstalt 
and the floa昀椀ng of the Bri昀椀sh Pound in 1931, the exis昀椀ng measures of Schach昀椀an austerity in Germany 
became altogether insufficient to prop up the to昀琀ering German debt structure. A collapse of German debt 
structures at this juncture would have toppled the power of key London and Manha昀琀an financial 
ins昀椀tu昀椀ons totally. More dras昀椀c measures were required in the es昀椀ma昀椀on of Schacht and his London and 
Manha昀琀an associates. 

The exis昀椀ng Weimar structures could not facilitate such increased austerity. The Reichstag had to he 
eliminated, along with the party structures which might serve as a mobiliza昀椀on point for countera昀琀ack 
against foreign-imposed austerity. For this, Schacht emphasized, Hitler was needed. In 1932, faced with 

the onset of a rapid collapse in Hitler's support, the lag in Nazi party support, and the resurgence of the 

Strasser influence within the Nazi strata, Schacht begged his London and Manha昀琀an associates to aid him 
in pu琀케ng Hitler im mediately into power. Schacht's Jewish associates in Manha昀琀an and London were 
assured that the Nazi's Jewish policies would never exceed a temporary annoyance, soothing the 

conscience of the New York Times, among others of that category. In short, Hitler was put into power by 

Schacht's London and Manha昀琀an backers not because Hitler's influence was ascending, but because it was 
showing signs of collapse. 

Although some German industrialists were involved with Hitler - because of an昀椀communist, an昀椀-trade-
union impulses, because they preferred Hitler to Strasser's "le昀琀" Nazis, or because they were controlled 
by Manha昀琀an cartels - the essen昀椀al, organic impulse of German industry was reflected by Von Seeckt and 
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the Rapallo nego昀椀a昀椀ons. This was not a peculiarity of some German industrialists - the Rapallo policy 
coincided with industrial Germany's most vital na昀椀onal interests, and those German industrialists who 
were rela昀椀vely independent of control of the alliances of Manha昀琀an and London monetarists naturally 
tended to reflect Germany's vital interests in that way. 

By being forced into Schacht's Hitler project, the German industrialists were made prisoners of the Nazi 

monetary system. This arrangement transformed the industrial-exports and development impulse 

otherwise energizing Rapallo into a driving force within Schacht's Retenmark and MefoBill credit system. 

The destruc昀椀on of industry and labor-force skills by Schacht's spiraling austerity measures of the 1928-
1936 period brought Germany by about 1936-1937 to the point at which a con昀椀nua昀椀on of that economic 
self-cannibaliza昀椀on meant the forseeable collapse of the German economy's ability to produce. Either 
Germany threw off Hitler and Schacht, or Germany had to gobble up and loot its neighbours as the only 
remaining alterna昀椀ve to industrial autocannibaliza昀椀on of industry and labor. 

Despite several opportuni昀椀es to topple Hitler, including a reported 1938 Canaris project killed by the 
Bri昀椀sh, the so-called Allies acted at each crucial point to keep Hitler in place, notably during the Rhineland 
occupa昀椀on and the Munich Pact. The Allies accepted the dumping of their accomplice Schacht by German 
na昀椀onalist fac昀椀ons, and fostered Hitler's gobbling up of Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland as part of the 
grand scenario in which Germany could bleed its forces in destroying the Soviet Union preparatory to an 

Allied occupa昀椀on of the Ruhr and Rhineland. Germany's preemp昀椀ve occupa昀椀on of Norway and Denmark, 
and the strategically essen昀椀al 1940 defeat and occupa昀椀on of France, finally aroused the stupid financier 
backers of Schacht in London and Manha昀琀an to the fact that the Rabbi's wife had lost control of the Golem. 

In the overall pa昀琀ern from 1928 through 1945, every Nazi offensive a昀琀ributed to Nazi ideology as such 
has a coherent objec昀椀ve basis in the peculiar kind of economic policies and financial ins昀椀tu昀椀ons associated 
with the work of Hjalmar Schacht, including the slave-labor system of Arbeitsbeschaffung ("job crea昀椀on") 
for foreigners and Jews, and other much cited features of the Nazi occupa昀椀on system. In short, all of those 
features of Nazi Germany's policy which are generally a昀琀ributed to fascism are not the ideological 
excre昀椀on of a fascist "sociological phenomenon" but are properly termed Schach昀椀anism in its natural 
course and consequences. 

The essence of fascism, if we mean by facism the deprecated features of the Nazi order, is Schach昀椀an 
economics. The avowedly Schacht-modeled doctrines of Chicago's Milton Friedman, the policies of the 

World Bank's Robert McNamara and the notorious philosophy of the so-called "Interna昀椀onal Monetary 
Fund condi昀椀ons" are the essence of contemporary fascism in the Nazi model. 

That answers the first aspect of Joachim Fest's ques昀椀on. 

The Fascist Movement 

Fascist movements so-called like the Nazi Party, have been composed of a spectrum of mutually 

incompa昀椀ble social elements and philosophical outlooks. The "delicatessen" quality of the Nazi Party 
program prior to 1933, the long list of mutually irreconcilable demands, reflects that fact: various kinds of 
an昀椀-communists, various currents of Deutschtumelei ("Germanic-ness") pure and simple na昀椀onalists 
seeking a pragma昀椀c alterna昀椀ve to chaos, plus a hard-core element of enraged lumpens and a 
countercultural "youth movement" stratum iden昀椀cal to the present-day Maoists, Trotskyists, and hard-
core "environmentalists". 
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What is to be stressed most empha昀椀cally in this connec昀椀on is the fallacy of the "conserva昀椀sm tends to 
fascism" argument. Nazi propaganda itself is excellent evidence against this. The Nazi propaganda 

emphasis on "Krupp steel" and other symbols of industrial development points up the fact that to rule 

Germany the Nazis were obliged to play upon the deep desire for industrial and techological (sic) progress 

within even the ranks of numerous layers of nominal Nazi supporters and party members. There was a 

profound discrepancy between the systema昀椀c destruc昀椀on of industry and the labor force under Schacht 
and the na昀椀onalist impulses of important varie昀椀es of German ci昀椀zens who went over to support of the 
Nazis largely on the basis of hatred of Versailles and a commitment to restora昀椀on of Geramny's (sic) 
industrial progress. 

"Yes, that may be true, but those people were s昀椀ll Nazis". Such objec昀椀ons reflect an historical ignorance 
of the ABCs of poli昀椀cal processes. The majority of Nazi supporters were not fascists, but na昀椀onalists. We 
see the principle enacted before our eyes today on the issues of terrorism and "environmentalism". 

Very few people, in the progress of civiliza昀椀on to date, have developed the capacity to make individual 
moral choices in poli昀椀cs based on individual ra昀椀onal judgements. In general, people behave as prisoners 
of the par昀椀es, fac昀椀ons, and other established social ins昀椀tu昀椀ons with which they are associated by choice 
or force of circumstances. In the OECD na昀椀ons, in point of fact the majority of the adult popula昀椀ons rightly 
supports industrial-technological progress, and is organically commi昀琀ed to the principles prescribing 
accelerated development of nuclear fission and fusion. The social base of the an昀椀-industrialist, 
"environmentalist" fac昀椀on is rela昀椀vely 昀椀ny, and composed chiefly of lumpen types and assorted 
muddleheaded and disoriented liberals. How, then, is it possible that these na昀椀ons are ostensibly balked 
by a mere rela昀椀ve handful of terrorists and their fellow-travellers, or by a rela昀椀vely 昀椀ny force espousing 
the luna昀椀c doctrines of "environmentalism"? The essen昀椀al answer is elementary: by controlling the 
balance of coverage in the major printed and electronic media, and by pressure at a few controlling points 

of leadership in par昀椀es and party frac昀椀ons, the ins昀椀tu昀椀ons to which the people are a昀琀ached are 
corrupted, and the natural impulses of the majority of the popula昀椀on are prevented from finding a channel 
for organized expression. 

Barring excep昀椀onal shi昀琀s in ins昀椀tu昀椀ons, people generally behave by choosing affilia昀椀on with and 
submission to available choices of established ins昀椀tu昀椀ons. Only under excep昀椀onal circumstances do 
people respond to an absence of suitable exis昀椀ng ins昀椀tu昀椀ons by crea昀椀ng an appropriate new ins昀椀tu昀椀on. 
That is the key to the mass base the Nazi machine acquired from 1933 onwards. In general, people did not 

affiliate with the Nazis because they were fascist, but because there existed, in their es昀椀ma昀椀on, no exis昀椀ng 
credible alterna昀椀ve ins昀椀tu昀椀ons, but those brought into the Nazi machine's orbit. 

The point is that one can not determine the causal elements of fascist states by examining the social 

composi昀椀on of the organiza昀椀ons and alliances which form the poli昀椀cal base of a fascist state. 

There is only one element of fascist movements which is properly called "fascist" in the sense associated 

with the crimes of the Nazi regime. That element is the social element which offers its own version of the 
same programma昀椀c results as the austerity proposals of a Hjalmar Schacht Milton Friedman, and the 
"Interna昀椀onal Monetary Fund condi昀椀ons for Third World countries". These are people who espouse the 
nominalist doctrine of irra昀椀onalism, and who also propose to stop the progress of technology in favor of 
"returning to 'more natural' condi昀椀ons". In short, the hard-core fascists of today are the Maoists, the 
terrorists, and the hard-core "environmentalists" who support "zero growth". 
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The contemporary form of fascist doctrine is based on the variety of linguis昀椀cs associated with Rand 
Corpora昀椀on's Professor Noam Chomsky. This branch of the pseudoscholarship generally known as 
"analy昀椀cal philosophy" denies the existence of knowable truth and restricts the issue of knowledge to 
meaning. That is the modern form of classical irra昀椀onalism. Worse, the Chomskyian linguis昀椀cian focuses 
on methods of mass brainwashing. The slogans by linguis昀椀cians engaged in fascist brainwashing are 
typified by the proposal "to eliminate belief in the word 'progress' and then to root out the 'power 
structure' associated with the word 'progress'." 

The Solu昀椀on to Fest's Ques昀椀on 

The new "Hitlers" for which Joachim Fest is searching can be readily iden昀椀fied by two criteria. First, the 
new "Hitlers" will be backed by the new Schachts. They will be agents for the policies proposed by the 

Interna昀椀onal Monetary Fund's Wi昀琀eveen, Chicago's Milton Friedman, and the World Bank's Robert 
McNamara : austerity and stopping industrial development and technological progress in favor of rolling 

over inflated masses of debt structures. The supporters of such new "Hitlers" will be backed as Hitler was 
in significant part, by a "Youth Movement" of the sort best typified by today's Maoists, Trotskyists, 
anarchists, and hard-core "environmentalists". 

We know who the poten昀椀al new "Hitlers" are. Unfortunately we warn Joachim Fest, the law prohibits their 
being named in print. 


